The Purdue College of Pharmacy is pleased to honor and recognize the outstanding research and scholarship generated by our faculty each month. This month we highlight Dr. Gregory Hockerman, Associate Head and Professor, Department of Medicinal Chemistry and Molecular Pharmacology. Dr. Hockerman’s recent publication, “Molecular Determinants of the Differential Modulation of \( \text{Ca}_1.2 \) and \( \text{Ca}_1.3 \) by Nifedipine and FPL 64176”, can be read in Molecular Pharmacology (September 2018; DOI: 10.1124/mol.118.112441). The study conducted was in collaboration with Graduate students, Shiqi Tang, Kyle Harvey and Emily Rantz; Research Technician Amy Salyer; PharmD Student Tingjiao Li and MCMP Faculty Member Dr. Markus Lill.
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